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Chapter

Full-Color Holographic Optical Elements for Augmented Reality Display

Hui-Ying Wu, Chang-Won Shin and Nam Kim

Abstract

Holographic optical element is widely developed in augmented reality, virtual reality, and three-dimensional display application. Especially, the full-color HOE has been studied for the wearable device in these days. In this chapter, the basic theories and the specific analysis for the full-color holographic optical element are explained. It also explores the Bragg angle shift phenomenon caused by shrinkage of the recording materials. The full-color holographic optical element with enhanced diffraction efficiencies using the optimum recording intensities for each wavelength is presented. The fabricated full-color holographic optical element can be applied in augmented reality application. In addition, we reviewed the waveguide head-mounted display system using full-color holographic optical element.
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1. Introduction

The development of display technology, which combines electronic components and fine-patterning technology, is leading to the development of advanced augmented reality (AR)/virtual reality (VR) display devices that can realize the three-dimensional (3D) world. VR is that users can use electronic equipment such as helmets to see information about a computer-generated virtual environment. And AR is a technology that integrates graphics from the computer screen or mobile display into real-world environments. In other words, AR is one of the forms in which VR is combined with reality. Head-mounted display (HMD) has been widely used in VR and AR applications [1–4]. HMD is an imaging device that can be worn on the head like a pair of glasses or a helmet [5]. Typical AR products include Microsoft’s HoloLens, Google Glass and Sony’s Smart Glass, while VR products include Oculus Rift, HTC Vive Pro and Samsung Gear. The basic components applicable to these AR and VR devices can be divided into electronic components and optical components. The main parts of the optical components are the diffractive optical element (DOE) [6, 7] and the holographic optical element (HOE) [8, 9]. Because DOE uses dry etching to produce fine patterns, the process is more complex than HOE production using the holographic record methods, and the costs of production are higher. While the HOE can control the angles of the two recording beams to record the interference pattern of the beams on the recording materials, so it can be produced more simply than DOE production.
The HOE is the latest area of application of holography, where a lot of interest and research is being conducted, and many conventional optical elements (such as a lens, filter, or diffraction grating) are now being replaced by the HOE [10–15]. A HOE is an optical element designed to reproduce or deform wavefront recorded on a hologram to obtain the desired wavefront. The HOE is applied in many fields because they are mass-produced, cheap, and can perform multiple functions simultaneously with a single element. Recently, it has begun to be applied to holographic head up display (HUD) systems, head-mounted display (HMD) that show driving information in front of the driver’s eyes without looking at the dashboard of the car [16]. In 2015, Sony released the transparent lens eyewear “SmartEyeGlass Developer Edition”. It includes a CMOS image sensor, accelerometer, gyroscope, electronic compass, brightness sensor, and microphone. Also, it is equipped with holographic waveguide technology to achieve high transparency of 85% and a thin, lightweight display.

In this chapter, the waveguide HMD system using full-color HOE is reviewed. And then it explores the Bragg angle shift phenomenon caused by shrinkage of the recording materials. The full-color HOE with enhanced diffraction efficiencies using the optimum recording intensities for each wavelength will be presented. The fabricated full-color HOE can be applied in the AR application.

2. Full-color HOE for waveguide-type HMD

When the HOE is applied to the HMD system, it can reduce the size of the overall device and the system becomes considerably lighter than the conventional HMD systems. Holographic waveguide HMD based on HOE is widely studied and developed in AR application.

Piao et al. proposed a full-color HOE using a photopolymer for a waveguide-type HMD [17]. Figure 1 shows the schematic configuration of a holographic waveguide HMD. The waveguide HMD system can be simplified by replacing the mirror or lens of the system with HOE. The first HOE diffracts the magnified image from micro-display and the diffracted image is guided inside the waveguide plate with the total internal reflection. Finally, the guided light diffracted by the second HOE projects the image to the observers.

In order to provide the full-color HOE, the optical efficiencies of the full-color HOE with different structures are measured, as shown in Figure 2. Here, the optical efficiency is the intensity ratio of the diffracted beam to the incident beam. When the HOE is recorded by three wavelengths simultaneously in one photopolymer, the optical efficiencies for the three wavelengths were 16, 20, and 10%, respectively. And when the HOE is recorded in the three-layer structure, the optical efficiency of the most exterior layer is too low to provide the full-color image. So the two-layer

![Figure 1. The schematic configuration of a holographic waveguide HMD.](image-url)
The efficiency of the full-color HOEs for (a) one-layer structure, (b) three-layer structure, and (c) two-layer structure (RG/B) (d) two-layer structure (R/GB).

Figure 2.

Laminated-structure is utilized to obtain higher optical efficiency. The photopolymer has different transmittance for three wavelengths. The transmittances were measured as 85% for red, 73% for green, and 70% for blue wavelength. So two kinds of laminated-structure were considered to fabricate the full-color HOE. As shown in Figure 2(d), the optical efficiencies were measured 40, 44, and 42%, respectively for each wavelength. It was much higher optical efficiency than the other two-layer structure. Thus, the laminated full-color HOEs using the two-layer structure (R/G/B) were applied in waveguide HMD system, as shown in Figure 3. The experimental results show that the fabricated full-color HOEs can be used in the waveguide HMD system to display high-quality color images.

For reducing the thickness of the glass substrate, Piao et al. designed a wedge-shaped waveguide HMD system that achieved high levels of color uniformity and optical efficiency [18]. Figure 4 shows the schematic configuration of a designed waveguide structure. The basic principle of the designed waveguide system is similar to the conventional waveguide system. In this system, in and out-coupled optics were designed as wedge-shaped with a certain angle. And two reflection holographic volume gratings (HVGs) are attached on each side of the wedge-shaped waveguide to guide the images generated using a micro-display to the observers. As shown in Figure 4(b), the incident angles of the recording material $\theta_1$ and $\theta_2$ determine the angle of the total internal reflection $\theta_t = \theta_1 + \theta_2$. The angle of the total internal reflection should be larger than the critical angle of the waveguide. And the slope angle of the wedge designed as $\theta_w = 30^\circ$ is the same with $\theta_2$. According to the analyses of the angular and spectral selectivity of the HVG [19], the incident angles $\theta_1 = 40^\circ$ and $\theta_2 = 30^\circ$ are suitable for recording the HVGs, which were attached.
on both sides of the wedge-shaped waveguide. The angle of the total internal reflection is directly related to the thickness of the waveguide structure. Because of the large angle of the total internal reflection, the thickness of the designed waveguide can be reduced to 1.6 times in comparison with the conventional system.

For recording the full-color HVG in one photopolymer, a multicolor reflection HVG recording method was developed for wearable display system with good color uniformity. The diffraction efficiency was improved by controlling the exposure time of each wavelength repeatedly. Figure 5 shows the schematic of a multicolor reflection HVG recording. Shutters were used to controlling the exposure time of each wavelength.

The optical efficiencies of the multicolor HVGs with different sequence recording processes for three wavelengths are measured, as shown in Table 1. The results
show that the GBR recording process exhibits much higher optical efficiency and more uniform distribution than other sequential recording processes and has a high potential for obtaining high image quality.

The fabricated HVGs recorded in one photopolymer by GBR recording process were applied to the wedge-shaped waveguide system. The output images through
the waveguide system were shown in Figure 6. The optical efficiencies of the monochromatic HVGs through the holographic waveguide system were measured as 30% for red, 34% for green, and 28% for blue wavelength. And the optical efficiency of the full-color HVG using the GBR recording process was measured 31%. Figure 6(b)–(d) show the output images through the wedge-shaped waveguide with each monochromatic HVGs attached. And Figure 6(e) shows the output image diffracted by the full-color HVGs recorded using the GBR recording process. The output image illuminated by a light emitting diode (LED) source was captured by the camera, as shown in Figure 6(f). The image was clearly reproduced in white enough to be applicable to holographic waveguide HMD systems.

3. Full-color HOE for AR application

The full-color HOE, which has been studied in the past, is still thick and has some problems that need to be improved. In this section, the shrinkage compensation method was proposed to solve the Bragg angle shift phenomenon caused by the shrinkage of the recording materials in the holographic recording. And the iterative exposure time method is complicated in the recording process. So, the optimum recording intensities for each wavelength were experimentally investigated to record the three wavelengths at the same time. The fabricated full-color HOE achieved uniform diffraction efficiencies in the three wavelengths.

3.1 Measurement and compensation of shrinkage

In recording the hologram, the refraction index modulation occurs, and shrinkage of the recording materials occurs in the recording and UV heating process [20, 21]. The maximum diffraction efficiency is not measured at the designed recording angle because of the shrinkage of the recording materials, but at the shifted angle \( \Delta \theta_R \), it can reach the maximum diffraction efficiency [22].

An optical system has been implemented to compensate for the shrinkage of the recording materials. Through the optical system, it can measure the shifted angle from the Bragg angle, and then calculate the compensated value to record the hologram with the new recording angle.

Figure 7 shows a geometric configuration of the relationship between the reference beam and the signal beam for the shrinkage and compensation in the reflective asymmetric recording structure.

R is the reference beam with the incident angle \( \theta_R \), and S is the signal beam with the incident angle \( \theta_S \). \( R' \) and \( S' \) represent the reference beam and signal beam at the locations where the maximum diffraction efficiencies are measured due to the shrinkage of the recording materials respectively. \( R' \) and \( S' \) represent the reference beam and signal beam of the new calculated recording angles, considering the shrinkage compensation method. In addition, \( \theta_R' \) is the shifted angle \( \Delta \theta_{BR} \) between the recorded reference beam R and the measured reference beam \( R' \). \( \theta_S' \) is the shifted angle \( \Delta \theta_{BS} \) between the recorded signal beam S and the measured signal beam \( S' \). \( \theta_R' \) and \( \theta_S' \) are the calculated recording angles to compensate for the shrinkage.

The shrinkage of the recording materials is calculated by

\[
d / \tan \phi = d' / \tan \phi' \tag{1}
\]

\[
Sh = (d - d') / d \times 100\% \tag{2}
\]
where $d$ is the thickness of the material, and $d'$ is the thickness of the material after recording the grating. And $\phi$ is the slanted angle of the designed grating, and $\phi'$ is the slanted angle of the recorded grating.

After recording the grating, the Bragg angle is shifted to obtain the maximum diffraction efficiency. The shifted angle $\Delta \theta_B$ can be obtained by the shrinkage of the recording materials. When the new recording angles are calculated by $-\frac{1}{2} \times \Delta \theta_B$, it can completely compensate the shrinkage to obtain the maximum diffraction efficiency at the designed recording angle.

### 3.2 Optimization of recording full-color HOE

The diffraction efficiency is the performance of the HOE, is measured using different exposure energies and different recording angles. When recording the HOE using a monochromatic wavelength, it’s no need to concern about the effects of other wavelengths. However, when three wavelengths red, green and blue are exposed to record the grating at the same time, the response time of the recording materials vary depending on the absorption of the materials that react to each wavelength.

Three laser wavelengths, 633 nm (red) of JDSU company, 532 nm (green) of Cobolt company, 473 nm (blue) of Cobolt company are selected. And the recording material used in this section is a Bayfol HX102 photopolymer. The photopolymer has the fastest response in the red wavelength and the slowest response in the blue wavelength, so a full-color HOE should be recorded with different recording intensities.

**Figure 8** shows an optical recording system diagram for recording full-color HOE. It shows the color of the laser beams for each wavelength and the color characteristics that can be expressed when laser beams are mixed with two wavelengths respectively. When recording the full-color HOE, the uniformity of the laser beam of three wavelengths will determine the color uniformity of full-color images.
The characteristics of the photopolymer have significant effects on the many applications. Especially, the recording angles and recording intensities are very important to determine the diffraction efficiencies of the HOE. The optimized recording angle was fixed at 30° by measuring the diffraction efficiencies of different recording angles using green wavelength. Then the optical experiments were implemented corresponding to the different recording intensities for each wavelength.

If the recording intensity of each wavelength is higher than 1 mW/cm$^2$ when recording full-color HOE, the response time of each wavelength is so faster that the refractive index modulation reaches the saturation area quickly, causing the diffraction efficiency of each wavelength to be inconsistent or lower. And if the recording intensity is less than 0.1 mw/cm$^2$, before the monomer is polymerized, the photo initiators will react first, resulting in lower diffraction efficiency. Thus, through the analysis of the inhibition period of the recording material for each wavelength and the response time, the intensity of each wavelength was applied in order of blue, green and red, which allows the three wavelengths to response to the recording material at the same time.

In Table 2, the highest diffraction efficiency was achieved when the optimized recording intensity for each wavelength was a red wavelength of 0.1 mW/cm$^2$, a green wavelength of 0.11 mW/cm$^2$, and a blue wavelength of 0.25 mW/cm$^2$, respectively.

### 3.3 Full-color image for HUD with HOE lens

**Figure 10** shows the experimental configuration for HUD using monochromatic grating. The focal length of the collimating lens is 25 mm.

To compare the image distortion that occurs during HUD implementation using HOE, a monochromatic display (green) with a size of 6 mm x 3 mm and the brightness of 1000 cd/m$^2$ was used. **Figure 11** shows reconstruction images of the monochromatic grating at asymmetric recording angles and symmetric recording angles. The results of the reconstruction images show that the greater the recording angle, the more severe the image distortion caused by astigmatism. The reconstruction images of the grating recorded at the symmetric structure are better than the
 asymmetric structure. In the holographic recording, when the grating is recorded in symmetric structure with small recording angle, it can minimize the effect of astigmatism. But the diffraction efficiency of the recording material depends on the recording angle, it is important to select the optimum recording angle considering the diffraction efficiency.

Figure 12 shows a micro display spectrum compares with wavelength selectivity of red, green and blue. Because the spectral bandwidth of micro display used as HUD display differs from the wavelength selectivity bandwidth of the diffraction grating, the reflection images and diffraction images were analyzed to have large differences of color in order of red, green and blue.

Although there is a color difference, the full-color HOE can be used to express the color sufficiently, as shown in Figure 13. However, because the wavelength selectivity bandwidth of the recording materials is narrower than the spectral bandwidth of micro display, the visible brightness corresponds to the wavelength selectivity of the recording materials. When the spectral bandwidth of micro display
is similar to the wavelength selectivity bandwidth of the HOE, it can improve the brightness of the images displayed through the HOE. So, the spectral bandwidth of micro display can also play an important role in optimizing the full-color HOE.
Figure 14. Symmetric ($\theta = 30^\circ$) recording of full-color HOE lens and reconstruction structure (a) recording, (b) reconstruction.

Figure 14 shows the optical configuration for recording full-color HOE lenses and reconstruction. If the focal length is recorded differently, the magnification will also depend on the focal length. In other words, the functions of the optical lens are recorded in the HOE and can be used as the HOE lens.
The optical lens used for recording the HOE lens was utilized with two optical lenses consisting of a focal length of 55 mm with less chromatic aberration and a full diameter of 32 mm. When recording HOE lenses, the characteristics of optical lenses such as chromatic aberrations and spherical aberrations are also recorded. So optical lenses with less distortion are used.

![Figure 15](image1.png)

*Figure 15.* Reconstruction system using full-color HOE lens (a) top view, (b) side view.

![Figure 16](image2.png)

*Figure 16.* Full-color reconstruction image using full-color HOE lens (a) original image, (b) reconstruction image.

The optical lens used for recording the HOE lens was utilized with two optical lenses consisting of a focal length of 55 mm with less chromatic aberration and a full diameter of 32 mm. When recording HOE lenses, the characteristics of optical lenses such as chromatic aberrations and spherical aberrations are also recorded. So optical lenses with less distortion are used.

*Figure 15* shows a reconstruction system that is configured to enlarge the reconstruction image with only the HOE lens. Because the distance between the display and the HOE lens is the focal length of the HOE lens, it is possible to see the enlarged image in the eye. The size of the full-color OLED micro display is 8 mm × 4 mm, the number of the pixels is 1024 × 768, the brightness is 300 cd/m².

*Figure 16* shows full-color images reconstructed with HOE lens using OLED micro display. The system is configured so that OLED micro display is located at the focal length of the HOE lens and can be viewed by HUD method. The reconstruction images have good color uniformity and brightness performance. The blurred images shown at the upper of the reconstruction images are images
reflected by the substrate. Full-color OLED micro display can display the images by HUD method using HOE lens recorded by the optimum recording intensities for each wavelength.

4. Conclusions

The HOE is still developing in various fields such as a 3D display, holographic printer, HUD, HMD, AR and so on. Because of the lightweight, mass production advantages of the HOE, the conventional optical components are replacing with the HOE to simplify optical system. However, full-color HOE still has a limitation with color uniformity, low diffraction efficiency issues.

In this chapter, the shrinkage compensation method for the reflective diffraction grating was proposed to solve the Bragg angle shift problem. It can measure the maximum diffraction efficiency at the designed optical system without shifting the angle. And the optimum recording intensities for each wavelength were experimentally investigated by analyzing the non-response time of the recording materials. When the recording intensity was a red wavelength of 0.1 mW/cm², a green wavelength of 0.11 mW/cm², and a blue wavelength of 0.25 mW/cm², respectively, the diffraction efficiency of the full-color HOE reached 56.84%. The fabricated full-color HOE lens can be used in HUD systems to display the images with good color uniformity.
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